CONSTRUCTION ALERT
CONTEMPLATIVE COMMONS

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
• Dell Pond East Sidewalk Closure

DESCRIPTION OF WORK
On September 6, Hourigan Construction will begin work on the RWSA Betterment project as part of the Contemplative Commons project. The construction will take place along the south perimeter and southeast corner of the Dell Pond. The work will impact pedestrians at the Central Grounds Garage crosswalk and the east Dell Pond sidewalk. This work is scheduled for completion Friday, October 14th.

BACKGROUND:
The Contemplative Commons project will add a new 4-story academic building on the site of an existing surface parking lot adjacent to the Dell Pond and School of Education. New pedestrian bridges will create an ADA connection from Newcomb Plaza to the McCormick Rd Dorm area.

ISSUED BY:
Sarita Herman, Project Manager, 434-982-2996, smh2ne@virginia.edu
Ted Nelson, Construction Administration Manager, 434-422-1320, rtn7c@virginia.edu
Kellen Renner-Thomas, Project Coordinator, 434-400-9511, krennerthomas@virginia.edu

SEE ATTACHED MAP OF AREAS AFFECTED